EXPERIENCE MEX‐ECO TOURS SA DE CV, GOMEZ FARIAS 59‐2, MELAQUE, JALISCO
Day of the Dead Tour Itinerary – October 31st – November 3rd
Price: $6,100 pesos per person, including transport, accommodation, breakfasts and guide. Single
person supplement: $1,200 pesos.
Price does not include: lunches, evening meals or tips for guide, driver or hotel staff. Minimum
suggested tips: $50 pesos per day for guides, $30 pesos per day for drivers and $20 pesos per night for
hotel room.
This itinerary may be subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances/delays.

Day 1: Travel to Morelia and City Centre Tour
6am: Departure to Morelia. Packed lunch provided on bus (approx. 8 ½ hours).
Arrival to Morelia, check‐in at hotel followed by city tour, then free time for dinner in the city.
Day 2: Tzintzuntzan, Pátzcuaro and the lakeside towns
8am: Breakfast in hotel (included) followed by departure to Tzintzuntzan to see one of the most visited
cemeteries. Witness the locals in preparation for the evening; a great chance to see the impressive
flower arrangements, candles and other offerings in the daylight. From Tzintzuntzan we head to
Pátzcuaro for lunch and orientation, followed by free time to enjoy the market display around the main
plaza (erected for this special occasion, full of handicrafts and cuisine typical of the region). Dinner
included in Pátzcuaro and chance to change clothing and rest before evening activities.
8pm: Travel to the lakeside towns to see the impressive sights of the cemeteries lit up with candle light
and the crowds of people taking part in the celebration of the lives and memories of their lost loved
ones. Approximate arrival time to hotel in Morelia: 1am.
Day 3: Morelia and travel to Guadalajara
Breakfast in hotel (included), followed by free time in Morelia and lunch (not included) before departure
for Guadalajara’s historic centre. Check‐in at hotel followed by optional group meal (not included in
price) and return to hotel.
Day 4: Guadalajara and return travel
8am: Breakfast in hotel followed by optional tour of Guadalajara’s historic centre (included in price).
Transfer to Tlaquepaque for free time and lunch before return travel. Approximate return time: 8 ‐ 9pm.
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